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An eighth' grade graduate" may, without examination, at the e.t:ld of
tw~ years of successful work i,n a Stqte Normal School, receive ~ third grade
certificate. A tenth grade graduate may at the end of one ye~r of sq..ece'ssfu.! work, recj:'ive a third grade certificate. At the end of one year of ~uc.,
cessful work a graduate of a four year high school is entitled to a second
grade -certificate7 which is renewable indefinitely under conditions prescribed
by the law.
A high school graduate, at the end of two years of successful
work, is granted a first grade certificate.
The ,Spring term at the SOUTHERN ILLINO}S S~ ATE NORMAL
UNIVERSITY opens April 2; mid-spring term, May 7; summer sessinn,
June 25.
A student entering April 2, may, if he wishes, get in a half
year of. N ormal School credits by the close of the summer session.
For furth.er information address

H. W. SHRYOCK,
President.
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which would ma~e het" forgetful of how weary she
A CHANGED OPINION.
was, her thoughts clustered around the school of
She was a high school graduv:e and lived in a
small town of about three thousand inhabitants. which she had just become a part. She wondered
He was her very good friend and lived in that same why such a wrong idea about it was prevalent in
the community from which she had come. She was
. town of about three thousand inhabitants.
sure that a very f.ew, i~ny, of her friends knew
One Sabbath morning in September of 1915, while
what a large school it was and of the opportunities
at church waiting for services to begin, he said to
it
offered. Then she thought of ~he music departh~r. "Peggy (and nobody but him called her that
ment
again, and she pondered, "What other school
name), I hear you are going to school; where do
offers
the sam;) opportunities for a free musical
yo u intend to go?" She answered him, "Sir, I am
education?"
She could not think of any, but she
going to the normal school at Carbondale." And
aecided
that
whenever she had time she would
he exclaimed, "Oh, pshaw I thought you were going
think
.about
it
again for it would surely be too bad
some place." At l'cast, if he did not say "pshaw"
to
believe
that
thsy could be found only in Southern
in that sacre~ place on that Sabbath morning I am
Illinois-that
place
from which some people expect
very certain he looked it. He seemed very much
such
a
little,
but
she
did not know, and was too
disg'usted tha she .had not selected a l'2al school, fol'
tired
to
think
any
more,
so she fell asleep. Thus
evidently the S. I. N. U. did not stand very high in
end-Ed
her
first
day
~t_
Carbondale.
his estimation of schools.
Time passed. and she found out many interesting
That little thread of conversation 'wove itself intf,l
things
about the school about which she had preva chain of thoughts which would have sounded very
iously
had
many doubts. She discovered that thb
much lib this if they had been said aloud: "So he
school
had
faith in itself, and not for a moment.
doesn't call Carbondale Normal some place. I wonbelieved
that
any law on tha statute books wa9
der why not. Maybe they don't have a good faculty
filling
it
to
overflowing.
Yes, it did believe that :;>
to help things along, or possibly there is n'ot any
part
of
the
increase
was
due
to law, but was it not
school spirit shown, not much support of games
more
logical
to
believe
that
to the great €ffort
and SCh~ol enterprises. I wonder if they ev·en have
expended
to
raise
the
standard
of the school wa::!o
a school paper.
its increase in enrollment and prestige du·e, and to
Nevertheless their school catalogue looked promisj·ng, but then school bulletins generalIy giv·e the concede to the working of the certificating law only
that portion 'of its enrollment equal to the increase
impression that the school they advertise is the best
in any of the other institutions of a similar charac,
there is, was or ever shall be." Thus she pondel'ed
not al:riving at any definite conclusion as to what tel', which are affected by the same law and subject
to expect, ..for it was a settled fact among her home to the same benefits from it.
When at evening she was comfortably settled in
folks that she was to go to CrtTpondale, and it was
her
room at Anthony Hall she wondered what pro~
too late to make new plans now. She would have'
portio'll
of the girls now in it'would not be in school
to go and see what it was.
at
all
if
it had continued to have been only a dream
She went to Carbondale and began her work there
of
a
few
members of the faculty and not a reality.
at the beginning of the fall term. She noticed at
She
was
very glad that sometimes dreams come
once a certain atmosphere about the institution
tru-e,
and
then
she. wondered what part of the sucwhich surely could not have been found in an inferior
cess
of
the
school
was due to the dreamers, those
school. She found that interesting subjects were
men,
and
yes,
women,
too, who did not rest content
being taught by interesting teachers in an interest,
with
present
achievement,
but wer·e always thinking
j·ng way. There were more courses offered than
of
something
greater
to
be
done.
she had dared to expect, above all, was sh·e surG
From
the
window
of
her
room
she could see the
prised to find free instruction in music upon any
state
farm
where
many~
of
the
future
farmers of
instrument one would care to take.
thi's
part
of
the
state
were
being
trained
how to
At the close of her first da\~Jhere, as she reclined
make
the
earth
"yield
her
increase,"
and
she
could
upon her cot waiting for -R approach of sleep
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also see the ll'<!W athletic field where"he Normal
boys have "fought and bled." Thel'e seems to come
across the campus i~ a low, swelling tide of voices
.the familiar words, "Hold the line! Hold the line!
Hold the line!" But they seemed to be meant for
the school and how nobly it was responding all
through the increasing needs' of -each successive
year made it more difficult to hold the line of sta'ndRrds, achievements and success against the pressure
of service, criticisms and unfairn.ass.
Time still continued to pass and she had completed her first week of the winter term of her
senior year.
Th~_ new auditorium was rapidly
b.ecoming a beautiful fact, and she- heard plans at
other new buildings to meet the pressing requirements that were to be built as soon as appropriatio'l1s could be secured. It seemed a long time to
wait, but from the tl'end of the plans of the present
administration of the school she kQew that the time
would come wh-en Carbondale would "--Gkeher plac~
side by side with the first normal of the state and
something seemed to say, "And 10, the time is at
hand."
One day the comparison of what the school had
at one time been to what it is now compelled her to
insert some of the facts, and more of her feeling:;
about them -i'l1 a letter which she was writing to
that friend who more than a year ago criticised h·er
choice of a school. The letter. read:
Dear Leslie-Once upon a time you gave me to
understand that you thought I had s·~lected a vel'y
poor school in which to fit myself for a teaching'
career, and, in fact, caused me some uneasiness of
mind. I thought what if it should all :prove to be
a waste of time and of effort? today I am glad
to say that you were mistaken and that ·every doub'b
I once had about the S. 1. N. U. has passed away.
The institution has awakened from its letharg}
and is pushing forward to a better and - greater
service. Students who ent-ered this University as
boys and girls, careless and unconcerned, have left
it men and women fitted for the calling they have
chosen, with a high notion of the r-2sponsibility they
have assumed, and a'nxi01!s to tell other boys and
girls about that place whic;h will do them .good by
making them good for something.
I often think of that vast body of boys and {;irls
who this year are going through that much dreaded
but also much anticipated year of teaching, without
any normal training; namely, the first one, but
more especially do I think of that still more vast
body of boys and girls who are under the control
of these teachers. Even as \ I writ~, possibly some~
where some boy is saying in his mind that he do-es
not like school, does not like to study, in fact, does
not like the teacher, and he feels the call to leave
it all and to submerge himself -into- that great army
of bread-earners who have no memory of a happy
yesterday or have no expectation of a great tomorrow. He would give himself no chance to discover

whether he was born for greater things. But it
seems to me if every teacher knew his business that
he could throw around the youth a Plotecting influence-an influence which would mat(e him want to
be in the environment of the school where things
are being done in a rational and practical way by
a teacher who understands him.
I beli-ave the boys and girls of Southern Illinois
will not hav~ to wait much longer for such a tea~er,
for every year a great body of young men and
women are going, out from this institution to contribute their share to the· training of "the little
citiz.ens." This year there will be nearly ninety
graduates from the normal proper; add this number
of trained recruits to the teaching force every year
and the schools of Southern Illinois will soon be
what they ought to be.
I know you always despis-ed statistics, but I can
not refrain from sending you these to show you
that I have 'l1ot been carried off of my feet by a
sudden .flow of school spirit and that all this stationery and ink have been wasted in getting it out of
my systEm .
. These figures are the enrollment of the S. L N. U.
for the winter term of the year indicated, and
please notice that we hav·e nearly doubled since
1913, the last year of the old administration:
1!)13 enrollment.. ..................... 516
HJ14 ;;nl'ollment. ............ tl . . . . . . . . . 597
1915 enrollment............ <. : •••• , • , •• ()46
1916 enrollment....................... 822
1917 enrollment....................... 938
The enrollment for the Fall Term, 1916, of the
normal schools was:
Macomb ............................ 475
DeKalb ............................ 484
Charleston ........... : ............. 567
Carbondale .... , ......... ,.......... 932
Normal ............................ 1054
If I remembEr correctly it was before 1913 you
were 'he'r'e and formed your opinion ¥the school
which you compared unfavorably with other schools.
I now ask you to change that opinion and give u~
the rank we deserve. If you will do so and also
forgiv<' me fOI: giving you the benefit of this over~
flow of enthusiasm you may come down into
"Egypt" and see for yourself how we run a normal
school, and I will remain,
Yours very truly,
PEGGY.
When he reached tl!is part of the letter I heard
him exclaim, "That must be SOME place."
. MARGARET K.

OUR SCHOOL FARM.
~l! of us are interested in the new auditorium,

as it rises slowly day by day. A good many are
interested in the prospective manual arts building,
but how many know about or are interested in our
school farm? In spite of the fact that we have one
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oli the most up-to-date farms in the state, and
should, if we keep our pledge of school loyalty, do
what we can to make it even h2tter; only a small
number of the students are familiar with the sixty
acres that lie just south of the campus.
This is the age of the "back to the lander;" not
that S9 many ar·a going back to the farm, but. that
such a number are showing an interest in the farmer's problems. Bankers, mercha'nts, railroad and
manufacturers have realized the importance of better' agricultur-El, and what is of more importance
to us, the State Board of Education and local boards
of directors are realizing the same thing. If we
expect to teach the schools of the future, or if we
wish to become leaders in our l"espective communities, we too must fall in line.
Aside from the economic phase we should find
something on the state farm that will be of interest
to us. The two silos, f·eeding pen, machine shed,
hog house, chicken house and milk house are all
models and at the same time inexpensive enough
to be duplicated on any up-to-date farm. The line
of machinery is complete for the type of farmIng
done (general, grain ~nd live stock farming). But
the stock is the treat. Five pure bred HolstEin
cows with an average milk production of 9,000
pounds, and three jerseys with an average of 5,000
. pounds. And a choice Jersey bull, a grand son of
old Gold-en Jolly. A 2300-poundbull, a direct
descendent of King Pontiac, and third prize junior
bull at the Ohicago international. A flock of pure
bred southdown sheep. Eight breeds of hogs. Two
pens of high-grade fattzning cattle, and a bunch
of young cattle and calves that are prize winners.
The St'ate farm mares; one a sweep-stake winner
at the Paris Horse Show; th-2 other a blue ribbon
mare at Illinois State Fair in 1913. Then the faItm
itself with the experiments being' carried on.
lf this farm were in another county we would
not miss it. Let us not neglect what is at our very
door, and when we have seen it, let us keep our
pledge of school loyalty by spreading abroad the
news that the S. I. N. U. haa a school farm that
is "doing things."
W. LOOMIS.
ANTHONY HALL PARTY.
The girls of Anthony Hall ·mtertained at the hall
on Tuesday night, January 16. After a "Who Am
I" game, which enabled everyone to get well acquainted, a deligh~ful reading was given by Maud
Allard. A musical romance was· one of th·!! most
entertaining contests of the evening. After this
contest Elsa Schuetze sang a solo,. which was exceedingly well rend-ered. Life pictures portraying
the Harrison Fisher gir-l, Theda Bara, a New York
model, girl of content, music composer, Lord Algernon, Lord Chesterfield, Arlie Boswell as captain of
football team, Queen Elizabeth and St. Catherine
were explained by Frances Fowler and Maud Allard.
This proved a delight to all. The partners for

3

supper were found by matching advertisement~.
Refr·eshments of sandwiches, hot chocolate, ice
cream
, and wafers were served.
J

A NEW ART TEACHER.
Miss Gladys P. Williams, of St. Louis, will fiU
the vacancy caused by the resignation of Miss
Matilda Slater. Miss Williams is a graduate of
St. Louis Normal and Pratt'l) Institute, Brooklyn,
New York. Shce has also finished a cours·e at Washington University, St. Louis,. and one at Chicago
Art Institute. A few years ago she made a gallery
tour of Europ·e which included lectures as well as
a tour through the art gallEries of Central Europll.
Previous to the work which Miss Williams has
taken up in the Art Department of our Normal, she
was engaged in teaching in the Milwaukee High
School.
A HINT TO THE NEW STUDENT.
W rite a letter home to mother every week. Y Ob.
can't afford to neglect the best woman in the world.
Now, listen, that little girl back home is also interested in you and your school. Subscribe for the
Egyptian and have it s·cnt directly to her. She
will get six big messages that 'Will tell her lob
about the grand old school.

LIBRARY NOTES
During the Fall term, 6528 books were loaned from
the Library. The registration for the term was near
950. This gives us an average of six books to each
student enrolled during that time. Did you help to
rais·e or lower that average?
Nearly 800 new books have been added to the
Library within the past four months. This collection includes many notable works of science, art,
sociology, education and lit;~tur.e, besides some 200
volumes of fiction. The foll~ing titles will be found
particularly interesting for week-end reading!
Abbot ........................ Woman of Industry
Addams ...................... New Ideals of Peac·e
Addams ........ Spirit of Youth and the City Streets
Antin ............................. Promised Land
Espey ............................ Leaders of Giris
Hall .................... Three Acres and Liberty
Harwood .............. New Creation in Plant Life
Hungerford ........ Personality of American Cities
Johnson ...... Old Time Schools and Schools Books
Jordan ........................... War arid Waste
Iaselle ......................... Vocations for Girls'
Moffett ............ Careers of Danger and Daring
Muir .............. Story of My Boyhood and Youth
Nansen .......................... Farthest North
Riis ...................... Making of an American
Roosevelt ......................... Autobiography
Smith .......... All the Children of All the People
Steiner ....... .' .... On tne Trail of the Immigrant
Washington .................... Up From Slavery
Weaver ............. Profitable Vocations for Boys
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THE USE OF TIME.
"My inheritance, how wide and fair!
Time is my estate; to time I'm heir."
-Goethe.
One of the greatest assets the student has is
time. He needs to consider most carefully, v·ery
early in his course, how he will invest it. Very
'few come to school with an appreciation of its
importance or with a definite plan for its us·e. The
typical student on entering school, expects to spend
practically all his time in studying and reciting
lessons assigned by the teachers.
This is indeed the largest work he has to do while
here. Its importance can hardly be over-estimated,
with four or five teachers urging the student to
more strenuous eft'ort he often feels that the day
should have been made with forty-eight hours instead of twenty-four. Much of his di@~Y1 however, comes from poor use of the twenty-foul'. He
ought by aU means to have a program providing
definite time for study as well as for reciting. A
definite time for work and a no less d·efinite time
for play, and:' he should live according to this program. During the hours set aside for study he
should use all the power at his command. Work
should come to have a new meaning, an int-s.nsity
ft>w h'lve known before comi'ng to school.
I

This habit will gr~atlY incr~ase the student's
for work. Most of the seniors in' the big
class of 117 can do 50 per cent more work iljl' a~ hour
th~n they could do in the same time four y.2ars ago.
The great leaders in the work of the world have
won their reputation less by the number of hours
they hav·e worked than by their power of concentration. Mabie says 6f Glad;;to!!:, "He gave himself completely to the work in hand; all his kno wl Cd pacity

edge, energy and ability were focused 0':1 that work,
so that his whole personality was brought to a point
of intense light and heat as the rays of the sun
are ;brought to a poirit in a burning glass."
The student who does not provide in his program
for a good many things besides getting lessons and
reciting them will, go. to his lifz work only half
prepared at best. The body ,must be strqngthened
as well as the mind. The well balanced student
will find time for athletics, for sufficient exercises
to develop a sound, body, If he would be a weh
rounded man prepared to do a man's work and this
to render l~'ge service to his fellows he will find
time in his busy lif.e for th~ library, f"()'l!-.a.l~erary
society, for association work, for activity in the
church of his choice. True he will not have time
just to whittle. "Whiling away the time" or "passing
off the time," will not not be in his vocabulary. The
world is waiting for young men and young women
·equipped intellectually, physically and spiritually
for places of responsibility. Average student, you
can prepare for these places bi' a proper conservation and use of your time.

ENTHUSIASM.
Can anyone make good in the gam~ of life who
lacks enthusiasm? The boy in school life who
does not respond to its activities that call for ·en.
thusiasm, nerve. and manliness-can he ever be much
of a figu1'8 in the world of business? Men, as well
as business concerns, without 'nerve and enthusiasm
may practice honesty and efficiency, but they will
put up a pretty wobbly fight when pitted against
organizations possessing' these attl'ibutes. Balanc·ed
with common sense, it makes all things possible. It
is abolutely necessary in the accomplishment of
anything wodh while.
It is the domina·nt quulity o'f all . gl'eat leaders,
whether men of business, statesmen or soldiers. It
has made America the world's greatest nati.on.· I~
is responsible for ·every great discovery 01' invention. It has built colleges and schools and made
proJ?Pel'ous communities from a wilderness. All real
men have it in large quantities. It has been responsibb for ~~ery good and constructive idea j·n the
world and will continue to be for all1lmc. Cultivate
it, and then set it at a worth while purpose.
The Egypti~n wishes to acknowledge the followfng exchanges: Lombard Review, The Echo, Normal'
Student, The Monma!, Vidette, The Decaturian, The
Rambler, Ca'Paha, Arrow, Wabash, Advance, P·egasus, Hedding Graphic. Tempe Normal Stud,ent,
Prospects and The Sig-nal.
The Wabash in giving special football' comm€'I1t
about W. M. Thompson mentions the fact that he
is from Sou£h~rn Illinois where evidently they produ~·e the right sort of tnen.
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THE NORMAL "N."
The football season ended and the Normal "N"
, was awarded to the men who had played in the
; specified number of games. A few lacked the necessary number although they had played at cel·tain
times amI had render·sd valuable services to the
team.
Those who wear th·e ION" should represent the best
the scho~l has physically, mentally and morally.
and if th-zy do not possess these three attributes
which should be absolutely necessary for one to
wear this letter, then the standard of athletics in
our school will be lowered with those who know
what the qualities of an athlEte should be and those
of our men who possess these qualities must suffer
because some will not do their part to maintain
the ideal standard.
With us the strictest rules l'egarding the awarding' of letters should be observed. Ample time
should be taken in selecting those who are des·erving. Often we hear of the awarding of the letters
a few days after the final gama, and in one or
more instances to men who have been seen in open
infraction of the training rules. Rules of clean
living should not be tho;) standard of athletics for
the season only, but for all the year. Scholarship
requirements should not be a matter of merely
dragging along, simply working enough to be over
the dead lin·e, but a rule ~ich should be observed
for the entire year. An athlete who cannot make
good averages the entire year jn his work should
not be permitted to compete with those who do,
and we thi'nk it is unfair and unjust to those who
do make good in their work.
(j
The standard demanded by these requirements
would increase the valu2 of the Normal "N" a hundred fold. It would mean more than mere participation in a specified number of games; it would
mean at least a term of acceptable scholastic aV'2rnges, a strict observance of training rules and a
spirit of good sportsmanship.
MINNIE TEICHMANN.
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T.be brig'htness of the long Christmas vacation was
shadowed by the news of the death of Miss M-inni,=
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Teichmann. Miss treichmann graduated here in
1914 and remained as assistant in Domestic Science
for two years. She was in charge of second floor
at Anthony Hall and co·nsequently was known and
liked by the girls there.. BEsides being in Anthony
Hall she was an active worker in every phase of
the school and her friends here ar numberless.
Sh., left Carbondale last year to accept a position
as head of the Domestic Science department in
Granite City High School. She was in Granite City
O'llly four months, but this was ample time for her
to show her ability as a teacher and to form friendships th·ere.
She went to her home at Lincoln to spend the
Christmas vacation. During the vacation she went
to Chicago to visit with her sister. On her way
home she became ill and suffel'ed very much on the
train, but she was brave and held up until she got
home. A doctor was summoned, but the dreaded
disease-scarlet· f·ever-already had her in its grip.
She grew constantly worse, un.til on January 2 the
battle was over and she passed into the world
beyond.
Although "MinnIe" is not with her friends any
more sh", still lives in their hearts, for she was
ever;rbody's friend. Everyone trusted and looked to
"Minnie" for help, which she was more than ready
to give. We learn that she filkd the same role in
Granite City and that h",r pupi!s had a high regard
for her opinion.
Many are the friends that will regard her death
as a personal IORS.
'l'HE OBELISK POPULARITY CONTEST.
Every person in school has undoubtedly heard of
the Obelisk popularity contest. The contest is being carried on by the vote method. The securing
of a subscription mtitles the young lady to 500
votes and a )laid subscription entitles her to 2,000
votes. The' unpaid subscriptions will he dropped
in the Obelisk box; the paid subscriptions will be
given to Lee Russell, the busin·2ss manager, at the
same time the money will be paid to him. At the
close of each week the votes will be counted by a
faculty committee with Mr. Boomer as chairman,
and on the following Monday morning the names of
the contestants will be posted in the ord·er of their·
standing.
The contest will close February 15 and the contestant then having the largest number of votes
will be giv-en a full page picture .at an appropriate
place in the Obelisk.
Have you selected the most popular lady in
school? If you haven't yet you will. If you have,
give her your support and see that all your friends
do the same.
./
OBELISK PICTURES.
The Obelisk wishes to impress upon the faculty,
seniors, underclassmen, organizations, etc., the

6~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'_'T~H::::E:--=E:.::G:..:Y:..:P:...T=.I=-=A~N~"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ ._ __

strongest girls' team in Normal. The score was
necessity of having their pictures made at once for
4-2 in favor of HSophs." Senior positions were as
th(J Ohelisk.
Forwards, Lucy Murray and Margaret
The sole aim of the entire staff is to publish an follows:
Kramer; center, Olinda Hacker; running center,
annual that will do nothing but reflect credit upon
Mary Cowan; guards, Noma Davis and Mrs. Barkley.
our school. This cannot possibly be do·ne without
the hearty co-operati09 of all. Every person con- Noma Davis was chosen temporary captain until a
permanent organization should be ~ormed. Senior
nected with this school should have their picture
girls
declare that they shall not be caught napping
in the Obelisk to make it the book that everyone
again.
desires.
Get busy, seniors! Do you find this column rathel'
It is understood that both teachers and students
dull?
Well, do something!!!
are constantly reminded of that harassing and tor~
menting but nevertheless necessary evil, work. It
is barely possible that all might be able to make '\_
JUNIOR COLUMN,
a sacrifice of thirty minutes of their priceless time .
The Junior Class held its first winLr-tcl'm meetwhen it is remembered that some a1'8 spending much
ing Monday, January 15, during the noon interval.
more,of their no less valuable time for the accomA major portion of the class was in attendance.
plishment of the same end.
An explanation of the way in which our photogt'aphs
were to be prepared fa I' the Obelisk was given by
If you have a bit of news,
Arthur Browne.
Or a joke that will amuse,
President Brazel then appointed two committees;
Send it in.
the first, the social committee, has as its members
A story that is true,
Misses Katherine Keely and Hazel McCracken amI
An incident that's newMessrs. Lonnie Etherton and Rosco.e Graham, tho
We want to hear from you!
latter. being chairman. Miss Iren~ Ballance and
Send it in.
Eugene Eckert were appointed class reporters for
Will your story make us laugh?
the
Egyptian.
Send along a photograph,
The girls were then excus2d, the boys remaining
Or a little bit of chaff,
to effect arrangements for basket ball practice, All
Send it in.
the boys seemed to come out, and the first practic-~
Nevel' mind about your style.
was set for Tuesday evening.
If it's only worth the while,
....
And will make the reader smile,
Since the gymnasium is in such great dcmand the
date
of the junior social has not b2en determined.
Send it in.
""
-EX.
However, a social is to be given in ~he near future
and the d'ate will be announced lateI'.
SENIOR COLUMN.
The junior class is in good financ'ial condition for
Two seniors have been added to our ranks this
we have a Balanc-2; also a Mo.'gan.
term-Raymond Pyatt and Gertrude Karl'. We welLonnie Etherton's favorite song, "Love's Last
come them with Si'l1Cel'c best wishes and hop·e that
Lingering Look."
at least one of them will do something illustrious
Why is tbe junior clas~ perfectly safe? Because
so we shall have something of interest to put in we have a Whitlock.
this column.
Who is the most law-abiding junior? Alexandzr
. The senior rings and pins hav-e arrived and meet
Hague, he having been named after the city in
with unanimous approval. The d-2sign is the Nor- which the peace conference was held.
mal seal with "1917" on the open book. and is par"Give us tiberty or give us breath."-Black-board
ticularly effective.
...
drawing class in unison ..
The senior boys have organized their oasket ball
Mabel J - - is "Dodging all she can these days."
t·zam and stand I'eady to prove the power that we
We wonder if Emmett misses his constitutional
all feel sure they possess. The positions are as walks.
follows: Forwards, Joe Chamberlain and Ralph
The juniors will make the Obelisk look~ like a
Schedel; center, Joe Allen, gual'd~ Ed, Sherer and
regular big league art ·exhibit.
Stanley Smith; subs, Earl Minton
Lee Russell.
Helen W-- has a Carr.
A game scheduled f9r Senior Girls vs. Third Year
. Willard should be able' to get to school on time
Girls found the Senior Girls' basket ·ball team as -she has a Big Ben.
yet unorganized. Rather than forfeit the game
Dorothy S--:. "Girls, I just hate long, lean,
through failtlre to produce a team, the girls set to
hungry-looking fellows."
\vork t-o form a temporary organization. A few
It's not such a long way to the domitol·Y. Ask
minutes before the game was called a "scrub" team Stinson.
---.
was patched together which held the "Sohps," alMarion C-_'- is taking thc "Art" course. All
though the , .latter generally considered about the. sketches being in Browne.

and

.

---~

----------
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Why is Darr learning to dance?
Why does Eula H. always have to go to market
about 5 :30 every afternoon?
Where does "Star" sit in assembly?
Why did Mr. Browne separate the Ag. and S. O.
P. H. chemistry class?
What makes Stinson such a flirt?
Is Glen's complexion natural?

-~
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._----------------S. I. N. U. VS. SHURTLEFF.

------~

Shurtleff College pried open the lid to the S. I.
N. U. basket ball team in the Normal gym last
night and the local quintet spran~ forth to victorious tune of 47 to 19.
This was a poorly plaY-Ed game to the dissatisfaction of the local fans. The same old jinx, the ""'inability to find the basket, was a prominent figure
in - the gv,me. Of course, poor shooting can be
excused, but such POOl' team work and the lack of
"pep" as was shown last nig'ht isn't v-ery crei[itable
to any team.
AS WE SEE THEM.
The Normal lads started out in a whirl wind, scor~
W:hen the last whistle Dlew sig'naling the end of ing the first basket and holding the Altonians scorethe football season all thoughts were directed toless for about ten minutes. After having run up
ward basket ball, which promises us more distinc~
a large score the Maroons seemed to have taken
tion in the conference standing this year than any
the benefit of the doubt a·nd slowed up, giving the
other line of sports.
preachers a chance to- score six points before they
With only six practices the pOL><!'ly organized
were awakened to the fact that they were being
basket ball team consisting of F. Etherton, E.
scored on.
Matthes, Stinson, Goddard, Whittenburg and A. BosThe teachers seemed to have formed the opinion
well, Hale amI J. Etherton as recruits, left Carbonthat the preachers were an "easy mark" and began
dale December 14 for a three-game tour.
to transform into living statuary which isn't very
The first game, which was with Sp~l'kes Business. ornamental to a basket ball floor. The first half
ended 18 to 9 with the Maroons on the big end of
College of Shelbyville, was a fast passing game, but
the lack of training proved the downfall of the
tr.-:I rail.
Mal'oon lads by a score of 27-11. Up until the last
'rhis is the story of the first half, but when the
few minutes of the game the score was a tie, but
curtain rose for the second half it was plain that
Woodworth, the "little wonder," opened up with
Mac had reverted them to real basket ball players.
six field goals in succession._ This same individual -Ether ton and Carter wel'-~ "on" the few minutes
was responsible for the defeat of Millikin.
they played, scoring R points each. Stinson had
his way on the tip~off, placing the ball at will.
On the evening of Dec·ember 15 the Illini lads
Goddard proved the stumbling block for the Shurtwent.down under a 41~22 defeat at the hands of
leff, dribble forcing long shots altogether. A. Bosthe Indiana Normal Teachers of Terra Haute. The
Illinois teachers play-::!d a better passing game but well, the old gridd2r, showed up in fair form. Mac
sent in the seconds the last eight minutes of play.
were unable to- find the basket. Time after -time
our lads took the ball down the floor to our basket The seconds also proved too much for the preachers.
In fact, the seconds put' up more fight than the
and there loos·e it on the account of poor shooting.
regulars. Although the game was uninteresting, it
The g-ame was fast and rough, but clean through.
was clean throughout; in fact, it was too slow to
On the following evening the Southem Illinois
teachers invaded the court of their old rival, Eastern
bo ro~gh.
The line-up: S. 1. N. U.-Carter. R. F.; Hastings;
lIlinois of Charleston, but unfortunately carried
Etherton, L. F.; Stinson, Hale, C.; Goddard, F.
away a total of six points to their rivals' 21. Pl'ob~
Shurtleffably this was the poorest excuse that either team Boswell, R. G.; A. Boswell, L. G.
Roberts, R. F.; Shirley, L. F.; Wallace, C.; McDow,
ever put up for a basket ball game. This game
was marked by poor shooting, poor passing and
Kanady, R. G.;.Amvester, L. G.
unnecessary roughness. At no time did either team
Referee: Melford, Washington U. Field Goals:
Etherton (5), Carter (4), Stinson (3), Boswell (1),
play basket ball. Coach McAndrew did not expect
Hale (1), Rob-orts (3), Shirley (1), McDow (1),
a winning team from this combination, but he did
Kanady (1). Free throws: Etherton (4), Cartel'
desire a better showing.
(4), Hasting (1), Wallace (5).
After the Xmas vacation of three weeks the squad
As a curtain raise1' the Seniors and Faculty staged
was strengthened by Pyatt of last year's squad and
their
annual game. ' The se-niors took advantage of
Carter of the 1915 U. H. S. champions. We are
the
opportunity
to show the faculty just "Who is
fortunate in having three' men of the 1915 champWho and Why" at S. 1. N. U. Probably with a f,E!w
ions with us this season. With these three-F.
more years of experience the faculty may develop
Etherton, Carter and Goddard-and Stinson, who
played center on Eldorado High for the past 1;,hree a team of "prep" caliber. McAndrew and Ismert
were tlte particular stars (?) for the faculty, while
y-eul'S, "Mac" should make a creditable showing this
Allen and Chamberlain took senior honors.
yeal'.
The line~up: Seniors (13)-Sutherland, R. F.;
Here's fora winner!

ATHLETICS
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Capt. A. Boswell

L.

F. Boswel
L. H. B.

E~
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McCreary

L. T.
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Stinson

R.E.

Scheelel
Q. B.
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L.·G.

"Matthes

R. H. B.
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Chamberlain, L. f.; Allen, C.;' Scherer, R G. j ShedeJ,
L. G. Faculty-Boomer, R. F.j Cisne, L. F.; Ismel't,
C.; McAndrew, R. G.; Moore, L. 'G.
•
Field Goals-McAndrew (1), Allen (2), Chamberlain (4).
Free Throws--':"McAndrew (1), Ismert (2), Allen
(1).

March
March
March
March
March
March

7. Second Year vs. High School.
9.
14.
16.
21;
23.

Seniors vs. First' Year.
Juniors vs. Third Year.
First Year vs. High School.
Third Y·ear vs. Second Year.
Seniors vs. Juniors.

U. H. S. BEATS CARBONPALE HIGH.
IT ISN'T YOUR TEAM-IT'S YOU,
If you want a basket baH team
Like the kind of a team you like,
You needn't slip your clothes in a grip
And start on a long, long hike,
Y ou'n find what you've left behind, "
FOl' there's no"hing that's really new.
It's a knock at yours·elf when you knoc]{ your team.
, It isn't your team-it's you.
Real teams are not made by men afraid
Lest somebody else gets ahead.
When everybody works and ncbody shir]{s
You can raise a team from the dead.
And when you go down to see the team l)lay,
Take your neigh~or to see them too.
Your team is what you want to see.
It isn't you team-it's you.
F. A. Milne, Normal News.
GIRLS' CLASS SERIES OF BASI(E'l' BALL
GAMES.
January 19. Seniors vs. Third Year.
January 26. Second Year vs. First Year.
February 2. Third Year vs. High School.
February 9. Junior vs. Second Year.
February 16. S·eniol's vs. High -School.
li'ebruary 21. Third Year vs. First Year.
February 23. Juniors vs. High School.
February 28. Seniors vs. ~ecol1d Year.
March
2 .• Juniors vs. First Year.

U. High won by a score of 24-16. The game,
was played on 'the Normal floor on Tuesday, December 12. The showing of U. High's team was un":
satisfactory in that the team has failed to make
the ,expected improvement and as a whole played
poor basket ball. Carbondale High had 'improved,
a.nd therefore played good basket ball. Hence, the
'close score.
Well, cheet- up, folks, it's not all ov·er yet. We've
got about twenty fellows who go out to the Gym
almost every night and practice. Surely the hard
work of these will not go ull1'ewarded. They're
going- to wak.s up ane of these days, just about the
time everybody has quit going to the games, and
everybody-being abse)1t-will sure miss ~omething.
You just wait!
:
. Really the game was not as p~orly played as' the
above post mortems seem to indicate. To be sure
we nearly got beaten, but why worry? We won
and I'll just bet we could beat 'em again. The
team didn't come up to expectations as regards
passing and team work"but hav,zn't we got a'great
little old team for defensive playing? No team has
made over seventeen points in one game this season
and we've play.ad three whole games.
While the two. guards of the team usually deserve
the credit for a team's strong defensive playing, it
is not so' with U. ,High. We have two good def.msive guards, two good defensive forwards, and
a good defen~ive center. That makes five good
defensive p)ay~s on the team which is some ,de0

\

Hays

G.

Plater
·T.

Whittenberg
F, B.

.

Schwartz
Q. B.
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fensive team. One or tWD of these good de£msive·
players are &s good on the offense and when all
five get that way and then dev·alop some passing
and team WOl'k, we'll have some team.
Well, the gam;! Tuesday taught the audience that
when our opponents begin to creep up on us, and
the score is getting closer all the time-that's when
evel~y man on the team shows a little bit more pep
than he ever had before and-well, these~ opponants
, quit creeping up. So now let's- all back tho;! team
and see if they don't surprise somebody.
Line-up: F., Brooks, Myers; F .. Dowdell, Copeland; C.. Weiler (captain); G. En~sminger,-Renfro;
G., N-eher.

U. H. S. BEATS HER~IN.
U. H. S. defeated Herrin Township High School,
December 15, in- Hie ,best played game of the local
, seal'lon.
The game was hard fought all the way thl'ough.
U. High was victor l?ythe scor·a of 17)5;- Both
teams' remarkable defensive playing made the
game rough and marre.d by frequent fouls.
Herrin has a strong team. Last year they were
the third best in SUuthern Illinois and they lost only
. a few men, so their team this year is made up of
experienc.ed players.' They pass well and are good
goal shooters and strong defensive players. However, the team with a couple of exceptions is ~om:,
posed of rather slow mzn, and they foul too much.
This and more can be said of U. High.
Every U. High player in the game, except B.rooks.
had three personal fouls called on hiT(l. If a,ny one
of these four play·zrs wh.o had fouled, had made
another personal foul, in addition to giving the
opponents a probable point, he would have been
removed from the game,. breaking up our whole
team. work and placing the result in danger. U.
High should learn a lesson from the fact that when
Herrin was within a point of tying us, near the
e~d of the game, and (h~aine, their star, was re.
moved, .their whole team play was broken up and
they stood no chance to win. A 'playel; who' cannot
last the game, whether he be put· out, taken out or
just quits, has no place on a basket ball game.
The same can be said in a -larger sense of a playe!'
who cannot last tne season, due to ineligibility or
something of that kind. The coach who is worked
hard enough as it is, cannot bother with these two
kinds of fellows, those who calinot keep up in their
studies and thos·e who are' often removed from" a
game on four personal fouls.
This sounds like a lecture, but this matter of
foulin,g has been one of the glaring faults of the
team's play this year. The other chief weakness.es
are fumbling, failure to meet passes and poor team
work. The team, however, has made a vast improvement sf~ce their firs't game. They need never
be_ worried about their d.efensive playing. That·
I

"~

seems to he their strong point. Their faults-well,
it will take work to remedy them, but ·everyone is
hoping for the best and believes the team will make
a good showing in the tournament. Four pla~es
on the team S<lem to be definitely decided and
Dowdell and Myers are putting up a fight for the
fifth position, with Myers h~vjng a slight lead on
his showing in the Herrin game, in which he got
two good. baskets. Enstmingel' played the star
game for U. High and push'2d in a couple of ~askets
that won- the game. He seems troubled With too
much foot ball, having made 11 personal fouls in
his three games this season. Weiler at center
play.::d ·a c'Ol1sistent game and made ni:ne of our
17 points, Brooks and Nebel' went scoreless, but
played strong games. Brooks is about the best
shot on the team, hut is having a streak of bad
luck. The teams showing on the whole was encouraging.
Lin··e-up: F., Brooks; F., Myers; C., Weiler, cap~
tain; G., Enstminger; G.; Nebel'.
MT. VERNON SUCCUMBS.
U, High defeated Mt. Ver~oll .at Mt. Vernon on
DEcember 22 in a remarkable game. The game was
remal'kabla in that each team showed an almost
perfect defense. The score was 19-9 and although
the locals scored more than twice as ma"ny points
as their opponents, the. game was exc·::ptionally close.
Mt. Vernon played a fast, a-ccurate game. In
the past few years they ~ave been handicapped by
th·s lack of a playing floor and at times have been
forced to abando-n basket ball. Last year they had
a team,and a good one, and this year they are
even st;ongcr. . However, they do not belong to
this section and will not be seen here in the tournament. U. High always finds pleasure in meeting
Mt. Vernon, both because of Principal Warrens
past associations there and because of the fact that
the instt,uctors and the student body disp.lay such "creditable spirit. Mt. Vernon's coach, Stpbles, is 11
favorite here both as a coach and as a referee.
Pabst succeeded in getting .eligible and played
the star game for U. High. His goal shooting vias
little short of wonderful. Joe Weiler wa-s unable
t'o go ~nd so Pabst, though trained as a forward,
pla1T'ed center and ,played it well. Brooks' at forward regai·ned his accuracy in goal shooting anti
worked well with MYel'S at forward. N(lber and
Entsminger played the guards and were conspicuous'
throughout the game. But it was not the individual,
with the p\s~b.Ie except jon of Pabst, that impressed
the spectator. It was team play, appearlng for the.
. first time this season, that demanded attenion. The
te"am's passing' was vastly improved and U. High
SUPPol'ters are hoping for a very successful season,
Weilel"s return. will make still more improv·ement
arid work and training should do the rest.
Line-up: P., Bro.oks; F., Myers; C., Pabst; G.,
Ent~ming'er;";y" Nebel'.
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U. H. S.-HERRIN.
be here on the local floor in the tournament. We
U. H. S. won a close game from Herrin, January have a chance to beat them at Nashville and will at
5, at Herrin. The d:!fensive playing of both teams least mak.e a good showing there if defeated, we will
was excellent as is shown by the score of 14-iZ. have no alibis\ because we always expect, and always
U. High, with Pabst in the line-up, struck its best receive, a square deal at Nashville.
stride and thu~ defeated one of Southern Illinois'
There wer-e no individual
stars.
Pabst was the
!
-. . .
strongest teams. It happened c'n their own floor, leading scorer for U. High, but he could have done
too!
nothing unassisted py the other 'four. Brooks was
The only possible thing tn mar U. High's happi- the only regular to last the game. His playing, also, ness is .the fact that the last half was unsatis- at times, was brillinnt. Th~ four subs who got in
factory. The first half ended with a score 01 7-3 the game kept thin~s hustling bl,lt were also given
in our favor after Pabst had shown some clever to fouling and did no better in t~at respect than
playing. In the last half, but for the accurate the regulars.
shooting of Brooks '-and the fast floor work of this
Referee Loomis, of "Centralia, is a good refer:>e and
same Pabst, U. High would have been defeated. . we don't blame him for calling all the fouls he did.
But we won, and a win over a team like Herrin
And now, fellows, get into the game, but "can the
on'their own floor and in the midst of a vacation rough stuff."
famous for over-consumptio-n of candy and other
Lin~-up:
F., Brooks; F., Pabst, Myers, Dowdell;
delicacies. is worthy of· distinction. Entsminger was C., Weil·er (capt.), Pabst, Gilbert; G., Entsminger,
removed from the game by his regular enemy, four Myers; G., Nebel', Weiler (capt.), Renfro.
personal fouls, and Myers took his place. Like the
previous Herrin game, this one should &~rve as a
P ARLDEB CLUB.
warning against fouling, but we fear it won't-it.
The Parldeb Club of the Univ~rsity High School
will take a defeat caused by too much fouli-ng', to
teach us to stop. But really we don't know whether has been rev.ived. A little ov·er a year aKo it was
formed to furnish opportunity for debating and parto hope for that deL~at or not.
liamentary pl'actice.. Lack of a convenient time for
meeting forced the discontin'ua'll~e ·of th-3 club, but
U. HIGH FALLS BEFORE NASHVILLE.
ffiis fall, through the combined efforts of the High
U. High's team, although it played a "scrappy"
School teachers, those interested
such a club met
game, was defeated on Friday, January 12, by the
and organized. M'Eetings are now held the eighth
husky Nashville quintet. NashviUe was evidently
and ninth hours each Tuesday and clever programs
.confident of winning the game for their coach,
havo been rendered.
Krumsick, started Hie game with two second-string
The following officers were e!·~cted: President,
men. Whe'n the score reached 7-L Krumsick took
John
Boyd; vice-president, Helen Smith; se<;retary,
out his subs and put in two of the boys 'of gr-eater
Virginia
Caldwell, and treasurer, Alva Harmon.
ability. Then the U. High players lost their heads

in

and began to foul promiscuouslY. In the last half
four U. Higb regula~'s were put out of the game and
that lost the game for U. High. The ·game ·ended
with the score 32-24 in Nishville's favol'~ U. High's
offense was better than it has been in the last few
games, but the team played with unneces~_al'y roughness. They'll have to quit that if they want to win
the tournament. It was the large number of free
throws given the Nashville. squad that made them
carry away the hono~,
This fouling was without any question the one
thing that beat U. High. Besides losing foul' regulars and breaking up our teamwork, Nashville made
10 points on fl'.ee throws and might have made 12'
more . .Thit'~ a disgrace, to ~ 22 fouls called on a .
team in a singl~ game.
. Nashville has a ,good team, one of size ~nd ability ..
Their shooting was exceptiO'nal. In.spite of U. High's
rough tactics, the NashviU:! playe·rs maintained
throughp!lt the game a· standard of clean though
rough, basket-ball. The.ir fouling was unintentional
to.a large extent. They beat us-but we know that
it was our fault and we l'egret that -.they will not

. GE~VA PLANS
The Y. W. C. A. Cabinet realizes that with the
increased attendance at the S. I. N. U. the association has a greatei' and, broader work to do next year
than ever before.
.
Situated as we al··e at the extreme southern part
of the_.litate we are>- handicapped by not having very
many visits from OUI) secretaries; so a great deal depends upon the inspiration our delegates l'eceive at
the Geneva Conference in the summer. A special
fund is set aside to pay part of the expens·es of the
delegates to the _conference. Next summer we want
to send at least six tlelegates-five student girls
and a faculty member. In order to do this we are
en,geavor,ing to increase our Geneva Fund. The
entire Faculty Fund \ this spring will be add·ed to
this Geneva Fund.

Y. W. C• .A.. NOTES.
An occasion, which gives the "outsiders" a glimpse
of the §p,il'it and j·ndustry of the girls of our insti-
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tution, wa~ the ;Bazaar held the sev·epth, eighth and meetings. Among the special numbers are; Z'etetic
Journal, and a play, entitled "Barbara."
.ninth of' Decembel'.
A cordial invitation is extended to all students, who
The President's office was the center of attr~tion
are
not society members, to join us.
during those days and th.e tables were co-vered- with
the numerous ~rticles given by the girls or other
friends of the Y. W. C. A.
~ SOCRATIC SQCIETY
The proceeds, which by far surpassed---the exOur society promises tq be better Q.ul'i·ng the next
c·aptions of the financial committee were sent to the
. ter~ than ev~·1)e£ore.
soldier students of the b~lligerent countries.
Mr. Joseph F. Allen has be~n elected president
The final meeting of the last term was one worthy
for the first half o£¥this term. He has been at work
of mention. The leader... Esther Brock.ett, presided
on a very constr1:lctive program for his tel'm of
in her·usual charming way; and an interesting numoffice.
ber l<The Other Wise Man," by Margaret Kramer
We feel that every member of the Faculty and
was much enjoyed. The music lovers of our 'orthose
who hav·e graduated from this society, are OUl
ganizati~n WEre more than' delighted to hear the
friends
and advisors. We cordially invite them to
duet "IIoly Night" given by Anna. Niehoff and Hazel
come
to
our programs and give us suggestions for
McCracken.
the good of our 'Society, that we may incorporate
The first meeting of the winter term was held
them in our next program.
January 16. The leader h~ing Edith Boswell. A
Our attitude towards th~ students who are not.
most helpful number, "The Discovery of a Year'"
was read by Jessie Stewart. A missionary study members can best be pi~edH'S-the attitude of a
c1a~s has been organized with Miss King as t2acher. missionary. We know'that we offer si.lf:!methi·:1g that
The Y. ·W. C. A. has set as a
goal for this term, is of ,great benefit to ~hem, something that will
\
a membership of one hundred and forty. With the yi'Eld a large per cent of interest on the investment
ever present co-operative spirit shown by their work of time and energy-in the form oj increased ability;
but we cannot understand' why they refuse to' join.
in the past, they will no doubt go. beyond that.
the society.
Among the members ther·e is a spirit of co-operaS. O. P. H;. CLUB.
tion which seems to bind them more closely togetJ:J,er
Shortly ltgfpre the holidays, the S. O. P. H. Club
as co-workers in a common cause. If a younger
entel'tained its kindl'ed organization, the AgricultSocrat finds a difficult. pi'oblem tliat he does not
ural Club, with a candy demonstration a·nd taffy
know how to solv.e, he can find a' ready and willing
pull. Garnes and music were also enjoyed.
friend in any of the older members who perchance
have had more experience.
:rBefore the party, both clubs attended Mr. F·zlts
lecture at the Farmers Short Course. The following
night some of the· club girls again visited the Short
A NEW DEBATING CLUB
cours'e for the illustrated lecture by ·Prof. Jas.-. H.
The
necessity
of another d·z-bating club has been
Green, of the University of Illinois, junior extension
_brought
by
the
great
i'ncrease in enrollment... The
advisor of boys and' girls club work.
y'prng men of the school are VC1'Y: 'desirous for deThe club has" eiected the following officers for the
bating, but the Forum can enroll only a limited
first half of the term: President, Stella Barrow;
number, so it has been necessary to form a new orvice-president, Eula Harris; secretary-treasurer,
ganization.
.
Mary Cowan; usher, Lena Westerman.
The new debating club held its first "meeting January 18. This orgaqization will be open to only
ZETETIC SOCIETY.
a limited number of students, who have the l'equirThe year 1917 promises to be successful for Zetetic
ed scholastic standing.
Soci~ty. The usual good attendance and interesting
The Hresident, Claude V. Parsons, Who has spent
programs were. features of the first. ill.eeting after much time in starting this organization, is proud
.the holidays. Mr. Futr ga V·2 some excellent reasons
that so much interest is being shown in' this line of
w~y the .tl'~ining g~ven in literary society js. bene';York. At the first meeting Twenty-two young, men
fiCl~l. The one whlCh.appealed most to those pre~ere present to enroll as members. The committee
P¥ing to teach w3:~J ~he iact that it enables an ap- -..."&n constitution and 'by-laws was desirous of limiting
pJicant to'''appear well" before a school board.
the number to twenty-fiv·e but there is such'a great
Another reaso'n pointed out by Mr. Furr was that demand for the work that the committee wfl) pl'obby it the teacher gained the ability to be a better uply, be compelled to place the limit at fifty.
leader in all lines of literary _w.ork connec.ted with
The regular me.etings of this 'club will be >at 10
tho school. . . . "
\..t.
A. M. on Saturday.' The debates will be open to all
Interestin.g programs are promised for t'b·e next person~ interested in this line. of work.

.

-.' "'(I .....
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ROOTER'S CLUB
just pride in the quota that we have contributed,.
On the sixteenth of 'January thll Rooter's Club
In this issue
, of the Egyptian we se·':! the photoheld a meeting for the purpose of electing officers graphs of the fiftee-n letter men in football of the
for the remairlder of the school year.
past season. It may be of int!erest at present and
The... following officers were elected: Joe F. Allen, in the distant future, may be remembered as an
president; ,0. B. Camp, vice-president; W. Sa,muel histo·rical fact that four "N" men-R. Russell, ScheBunker, secretary-treasurer; Hamilton Hale, usher, del, Molt and McCl'eary"':"in footbaU in the year 1916
E. H. Lavender, yeII-],2adel', and' W. Loyd Davies, were from Wayne County, the land of red, top and
Ben Davis apples. It may be of further intarest
to ~'
official scribe.
I>
No one can question the good work accomplishej, some to learn that this was the largest numller of
by the Rooters' Club in helping the football team emblematic men from any County, and that Wayne
win some of the hard fought battles of last fall. contributed ten squad men also the larg'2st number.
Th'e members of the cl~b have resolved to do all withDuring. the year Wayne has ·had no social funcin their power in the way of rooting to make the tions, but it is doubtful if time has dragged on any.basket ball team of 1917 a winner.
one's hands to a great extent .
The officers f<?~ the year ar3: Hershel Whitaker,
president; Franklin Musgrave, vice-president; AtTHE SCHOOL TEACHER
fl'Ed Miller, secretary-treasurer.
She knows full well the verbs and nouns,
Can locate all the streams and towns,
AmI trace linguistic ups and downsSALINE COUNTY ORGANIZATION HAS SOCIAL
The stud-ants of this organization representing
And all for forty..dollal's.
almost every community in Saline County met at
7:15 Saturday evening, January 20 in the AssociaIn mathematics, sdmce, art,
tion Hall. . An elaborate program had been arranged
And agriculture's busy mart,
by the social committee and it was carried out to
She always takes the leadi'ng partth·e leUer. Readings were given by Ml'. Lentz, our
And all for forty dollars.
chaperone, and by our president.
, After. about three hours of pleasure as a re~ult
Her garb is always trim and neat,
. of participating in and hearing the program all
Her shoes just fit her dainty feet,
had equally as: goud a time enjoY~~lg the rcireshments
.JHer wardrobe's always quite completeThe time to adjourn came all too soon but all went
And all for forty dollars.
away feeling just as if they had been back in "Dear
Old County of Saline."
She goes each year to summel' school,
To leat'n the pedagogic rule,
WILLIAMSON COUNTY
And buys each latest book and toolWilliamson County stud-ants met Monday, January
And all for foi·ty dollars.
12, for the first time this term. The meeting was
called for the purpose of decH:'1g new officers for the
She giv·es her substance to feed the poor,
winter term.'
* Receives the pleasQres at her door,
Thoa officers elected were as follows: Pl'esident,
And buys tickets by the score·Joe Johnson; vice-president, Ruby Mayer; secretaryAnd alL for forty dollars.
treasurer, Pearl Craig; County representative, Orley
TUl·net.
She teaches forty girls and bQY~,
Th·a Christmas holidays did. not cost the WilliamSmiles through th·eir questions and their noise,
son organization the loss of many students. Happy
• Anq nElVer loses equip0is·ewe are, for .almost every member was present at
And all for forty do11ars.
-Toledo Times. the rp.eeting. Every student semied to enjoy the"
new year and the opening of a new term, and was
filled with school spirit realizing the ben·::fit lof a'
WAYNE COUNTY IS A LEADER
Before many days of ,the present_~erm liad passed lively and well organized county organization.
th,~ Wayne County organization was revived with
\i; the largest number of students from "home" that
'MARION COUNTY
we have ever been able to boast. There are at presThe students of Marion County met an<l elected
officers the first week of this winter term. The old .
ent ,enrolled in the various departments of the Nor.
mal fo\·ty-nine students 'from Wayne. When' it' officers served us well but the new ones should, hnis considered that our county is on. the conceded' p~ove on their work as the organization now has .
-boundary line of this' school's jurisdiction, the Balth- some definite :'.;fJ'k to he performed as outJined by
Mr. W. O. Brown.
more and Ohio Southwestern Railroad, and that a
.large number of ol~r" neighbors go to other schools,
The new officers are: Irene See, Kinmundy, president; Charles Huff, Salem, vlce-pN!sidenti Helen.
the writei' feels that we should have· 110thing bqt a
~
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'Welton, Centralia, secretary-treasurer. Social' dom~
mittee, Canol Hays, Kel1; Nora Cutcheon, Salemi
Ruby Smith, Centralia.
Marion ~OU@ylrankrfifth in attendance and 'when
the spring term opens we ·expect to enroll at least
fifty. Our county superintendent Mr. M. A. Thrasher
will be a member of the Normal faculty during that
term so why not each student encourage those to
remain who are expecting to leave at the clQse of
th~s term.
We as an organization should write to our friends
encouraging them to join us, and help us impro·ve
th·e teaching force of our county. Our superinten~
dent is doing everything possible to standardize thb
schools in his county and if he succeeds in this he
,surely will need trained-teachers to take charge of
the work. Those th"nt "have the training are sure to
receive tl~.e hsst~ salaries therefore it is our duty
to 'do what we can to bring about a more perfect
organization.

the o.nly way they can get rid of him. All this month.
some poor book agent has been "pestering" the
faculty trying to sell somebody a book. I suppose
he must sell' a book once in a \while. I surely pity
him if he dosen't.

COUNTY ORGANIZATION RECORDS
-*'0, yes, you wern't at county meeting' today, we~'e

you?"

"How. did you know?"
"They called your name off in roll-call."
Poor fellow, he can't even skip a county meeting
now. They keep an accurate record 9..1 attendancb
now in a pretty little black Record book. This book
is ,t>l'.esent from the school.

a

GETI'ING AROUND IT
At the first pop out of the box we want you to answer a question: Why is it that nearly all the senior
girls hav·e bought a certain set of reference books
to be used in connection with the new course ot
study by teachers and the boys of that class' have
bought none? Is it the saleswoman or is it some
other reason?
We have thought it 'over carefully and have come
to a deCision: these senior girls must have some
hidden motive. We believe it's this: You know that
if they have no use for th'2m in eighteen months
the company will take them back. N{)W the real
question is: Are all the girls i'n the senior class'
expecting to g-et married before that time so they
wont need them? If that's the idea, fellows, "l-a-y
l-o-w."

J

FACULTY BUSY
I suppbse to a certain bookman around ~ere
the members of the faculty must teach twelve classes
a day wi.th two hours ,to each class. At least, that's

I'd rather be a "Could Be"
If I could not be an "Are."
For a "Could Be"
Is a "May Be"
~
With a chance of reaching- Far.
I'd rather be a "Has Been"
Than a "Might Have Been" by far,
For a "Might Have Been" has never been,
But a "Has" was once an "Are."
Ex.
B. B.-Does your mother object to kissing?
B. C.~Now just listen, just becaus8 I allow you
to kiss me is no reason you should want to ki'ss the
wholo family.

ANOTHER ADDITION TO THE FACULTY
'On 'Pecember 23 and 24, Mr. Piper was around
telling 'folks about' the new member of the agriculture department. He came to town early Saturday
morning, and his name. is Gale -Lathrop Piper. The
Egyptian wishes to welcome this new boy and also
to congratulate Mr. and Mrs. H. B. PipQl'.
THE OBELISK PICTURES
Mr. S. D. Lee is' working overtime' noW' making
pictul'es for the 1917 Obelisk. Nearly every noon
s?me organiz~t~on is having ·its }>icture. taken\ BeSIde th,e seemmgly hundreds of group pIctures tobe'
taken, there are literally hundreds of individual
pictUl'es to be taken. So get busy, folks.

THE AUDrrORIUM
The auditorium i~' getting along well now since
the change in the foreman. Mr. Sweet, the "old"
foreman, l'esigned his place for reasons of his OWil
and Mr. Stoolman, the contractor, has appointed a
new man in the'place, Imt"as yet we have been unable to' find out his name. If it stays cold, the
building wiil be finished before the 1918 commenc'2ment. Hooray for the Class of '18 ..

I

THINGS WEr~EVER LE~RN
,,
The n.ew certificating law.
Teacher's pension act.
How to behave ,ill chapel.
Not to taHr~lthe library.
I '
Not to loat ij1 the corridors.
Wh-2n to hlu,ff in Mr. Wham's class.

HINTS
TO NEW STUDENTS
I
Make a 1;tit with your teachers as soon as possible.
Send tb,e Egyptian home.
Watch your watch in the library not the clock.
Don't dare read the reference books assigned.
'-··Walk as the seniors walk.
.' Watch the ads in the Egyptian.
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WITH APOLOGIES TO BURNS
My heart's in the DOl'm, 0, my heart is not here;
My hear-t's in the Dorm, may it always stay there.
So~e said I was staid;
Some said I was slow;
My heart's in the Dorm,
But from there it shaH go.
G, G. \
CHEMISTRY
Hzro's Ho! for Ilfe in the Chern Lab.
A glorious lifo and free,
You reek SYith the odors of H2S,
And the fumes of NH3.
You first choke up with Chlorine,
You strangle with phosphor dust,
You wade on through with Experiment 2,
Till your head is fit to bust.
Oh! Lif.e in the Chern Lab is jolly,
With its Acids and Bases and Salts;
With our~ h,eads. in )he fume, w..e work in the gloom,
But we love iywith all its faults.
Take a flask % full df H C I , '
Add to this a few grains of Zi'nc,
Your neighbor comes near with a lighted match,
Your f.eet hit the ceiling, Blink l Blink l .
Take a few grains of phosphorus-yellow,
Add to this KN03,
With the help of a jolt from a neighboring bolt,
Your Heav,!;lnly Father see.
You take a pinch of Sodium,
Weigh your beakers, and bottles, then
Let Na drop in a moistened spot,
And d~ it all ovel' again.
Her"e's Ho- To a life in the Chem Lab:
Sad words, "It might have been."
You tak-e a dri'n,~ of H20,
And discover 'tis KCN.
Don't worry. Though we be demoted
Or flunk in th-~ course as given,
W.e'II ~arry our beakers right on through,
And ftnish
the course in Heaven.
\

-Utah ..

LITTLE FOLI(!S CORNER
. (This cor~el' is conducted for a serious discussion
of the affairs of th~ hour, including love affairs
which· som~times last a week. Address all cor~
l'zspondence to· Little Folk's Editor, care of anybody espe~ially the sick.)
. Our Nursery Rhyme
'There was a normal president,
Who didn't exactly live in' a shoe, but according
to our observations always wore them and .kept them
going most of the time.
. He haa s6 many children,
He· didn't know what to do.
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They jammed into the corridors,
And crowded up the stairs,
When going up t9 eh.apel
To h-2ar the morfiing prayers.
And when our president saw them,
Packed tight in normal hall,
He gmiled, and glanced at the neW auditorium,
(which by the way, is to lie one of)~ fimst
structures of its type in the eState, ab;:;o1utelY fireproof and will seat two thousand people :W.ithin
easy h-~aring distance of the platform).
And then we heard him call
Our attention to the fact that the enrollment now
was greater for this time of the year than ever
before ·in the history of the school, andl-----Our Fairy Story
(Ten thousand Dollars offered for the best sequel).
Once upon a time there was a princess whose
father lived in Gmnite· City. Now this princess
might have come from Johnson county, but she was
very beautiful and in order fo make it more probabl'e we will say she was from Granite City. In fact
we must say she was froI!1 Granite City in order
to tell the truth. WK CAN'T HE;'P IT. It is vel'}{
reasonable to suppose that the girl couldn't help it
either. She was from Granite City. Besides being
a princess, the girl was a witen. She couldn't help
that either. On this point you can ask Jock Kayser.
Now many wonderful adv·entures befell this Granite
City girl in the pursuit of the important document
(to-wit:- the diploma) dangers of the seas, (Normal
pond),. of fire (Anthony Hall irons), of dragons (the
faculty), of automobiles (ask Jack again). Does
she gain the coveted paper?
Sit down and write out this thriller. The best
and the w~rst will be, printed. Ten thousand and a
trip to .p~ggy Wilson~s to the win.ner.
The Shower Bath as She is Used.
near· Editor-I noticed in tlw December issue that
you are. going to pU:blish a series of letters on the
shower bath. I had very firmly resolved to take a
cold shower every morning, and did so one morning;
but after ,that. I found it took me two hours to get
up so was forced to discontinue.,
Yours truly,
GLENN Sl)'NDERLAND .

Editor LittlE) Folk's Corner:'
Dear 'Sir-In re!)ponse to your request for some ollservations on how to use the shower bath. Lhave
found that using a'll unbr~Ila, raincoat and ~bber
boots enables ohe' to take the coldest shower bath
with considerable comfort.
Trusting that this will be helpful, I am,
Very truly,
ARLIE O. BOSWELL,
Captain 1916.
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(Modern Impressionstic School)
,
Dear Old Friend: What delight have I had in the
inspiring cold showe~ bath.
How exhilarating!
Wonderful! Such an appeal to th3 aesthetic s'ense.
Think of its classical origin. What joy to try to
spear the ti-ny drops on the point of a hat pin. How
I shout when· the cool strea'm strikes the small of
my back. Great stuff! Oh that Walt Whitmann
were her to give- it poetic expression.
FELIX TITTLE.
As Predicted
Dope sheet on Examinations.
Professors ·undbm-Every man his own A.
An outline of the various courses with probable
exam ques~ions.
Ancient. History.
'rext-West.
. Outli~e of Subject:
1. East vs. West (\,Vho won).
2. The Finding of Rome.
3, Julius Caesar (by Shakespeare),
4, The Influence of the Greeks.
Hence,
Probable questions are these:
1. Which was greater East or West? (It is
better to say West for he wrote the book).
2. Tell of the founding of Rome. (It was found
by Romeo and named after him. This shows the
genius. of Shakespeare for had Rome not be'en found
there would have been no histories to-day).
3. Trace the family of the Ceasers. (If you have
no tracing paper, merely mention Noah, Romulus,
Uncle Remus, .Gaby Deslys and Marcus Aurelius).
--Music Methods
Probable questioQS.
1. Oral test.
~re to the office with the instructor and (a)
sj'ng, (b) hum, or (c) otherwise emit pie first distotted seventh chord in G' major. Any r~ythm fnrm. ~.
2. Written.
1. In what ~ar of Tschaikowsky's Sad Symphony
does he introduce a duet fer bas~oons?
2. What bars did Tschaikowsky frequent?
'-,
\" 3. '\\fuat do y\>u think of some of the works we
haven't had time to st~y?

a

Literature C.
Remember t~is diagram.
14921{0 1493.
1576 t'O!624.
)~9~ _~o 1865.
1876 to 191.6.
Questions.
.
~
1. Why is the genius of Shakespeare preeminent?
Who wrote it? •
2. Who said "Rome was not built in a day."?
How does it show.hs did not understand tpe human
heart?

_____

._"".:.~~~.~

__ . _ . _ _ ._,., ____ • _ _ _ _ ___.__-

. - . - .......~

•••

-

~.-

3. What is meant by the Elizabeth.~n age? (No
one knows her age for certain).
4. Draw a. diagram of a playhouse of this time.
Who broke it up?
M'ethods in History and Geography.
Summary of Outside ~·eading.
(We didn;t do it either).
Questions:
1. What is meant by the interpretive function '!
2. Does climate affect history? Answer by illustrating and showing the effect of prickly heat on
j;he fall of the Turkish Empir·e.
3. Could you make clear to the little ones what
is meant by the Omnibus Bill'? This is ancient
history the modern stuff would be a jitney bill.
And have you paid yours?
Chemistry 15.
N. B. Th-zre is nothing probable about any of
this. However iE~arn these formulas.
. 0 2. H and its corresponding compound 0 U C H.
Glycoilic acid.
CROH. COOH, etc.

R. F. D.
Liste1'ine~-------------

Last. question: What is the derivative of a
of tetraphernyJ.zthane and battery fluid?
This page is written in transferable ink. Try it
on your cuff.
SOIUtiOi"I

Popularity Contest.
Cuts. Tq the one who submits th!:l largest num.
bel' of of Egyptian subscriptions before January
28 we ar·e going to give a full page cartoon by one
of our staff cartoonists, John T, Camoochen. You
don't have to be popular, our write up makes you so.
You don't have to be beautiful, the cartoonist knows
his business. A great chance.
Can You Imagine.
Mae Floyd without Lot'en?
Mrs. Greir without her Lee?
Ana Burton not talldng theorems?
Eula Harris not singing'!
.Clara Heaton not borrowing a nail file?
Lita Hinma'n not studying?
Stella Barrow without her crochet bag?
J Marie Atkins fiirdng?
Lee Russ·ell and Hazel not studying togethel~ in
tho Library?
\

. Miss Hanford introducing new practice teachers,
came to Arlie Boswell, our football captain, and with
I,l puzzled look said "I don't believe I know this
young man."
Arlie, very meekly-uArlie Boswell."
Miss Hanford--'-Oh, I didn't know you in civilian
clothes.

"THE EGYPTIAN"
The following hooks by the world's most famous
authors have been added to the Wheelet' Library.
Let all students tak~ advantage of them,
"Getting Aaway 'With It'; ...•...... Katie Williams
"The Ladies Delight." ............ Lonnie Etherton
"Whistles and How to Interpret Them." Marie Short
"Why They Fall or Th-z Effect of a Dimple." Ruth Me
"How to Cultivate a Kewpie Curl" .. Mr. J. M. Pierce
"The La test in Dancing." ............ Felix Tittle
"How a Draft Crank Endmes Fresh Air ,Fiend."
.......................•.. '.... Mary I. Rodman
"The Silent Pm·tn·zr." .................. Bill Brown
"Little Women." ..................... Felix Tittle
"That Old Sweetheart of Mine." .. Charlotte Grinnell
"'rhe Art of Bluffing." ............ Marie Y. Trevor

~
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, Old student-I thought it was simply grand. How
did you like it'r
N. S.-I didn't like it much .. They said it was
going to be a concert and a con"'!rt is a play on a
stage.
Manners are a good deal lik~ head achrs: some
a.re natur3,1 and some are acquired.
First S"tudent-I hear the S'miol's are going t(}
put on "Green StoGkings" the winter term.
Second Student-What fad won't th·oy try to start;
nex~.

Some of us sigh and think we have lost our h~arts.
It may only bz that we have lost our nerve.

JOKES
Mr. Shryock 'in faculty meeting-Is room 22 full
Hershel H.-(gazing at a group of girls). Lol.
the 4 th hour?
lar,.JNhat bunch is that?
Miss -Gubelman-Yes I occupy it then.
Lollar-The S. O. P. H. Club.
Hershel-Well! I thought Marie Short and Elva
EIV'..a was delighted to get back a physics paper
Brannum were more than. sophomores. (Sophy.
. with an A.
.
That same day Archie asked for a date. The
Katie W.-(End of 8th hour). Come on, Ruthie,
next day Elva's paper bor·e a D.
come over to the Art Room to see what kind of aback ground to put on this pictUl'e.
What could be sadder than a man with a country?
Ruth Mc.-Oh, nevel' mind Katie,' Jack's papa
Eernice H.-A country without a man.
has the cal'.
-~
Miss Bowyer-You are too literal. You don't read
The morning\ after- the Fall Cnncert
between the lines enough.
~ ew student-Wha\ did you think of the music
Lze R-I can't very well it's half erased.
last night?

r

" ,
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LIVE WIRE CLOTHES
The Young Fellow wants' more dash---snap---and gingerjn
his Suit than does the older and more Conservative Man.
He wants more coloring and class to. the fabric and more'
curves and fashion kinks than would please his Father.
We appreciate the spirit of the, Young M-an's requirements
and make suits as smart as his. heart can desire.
Beautiful and exclusive fabrics.- As rich and as elegant as
cloth can be woven. A fine display .
"'j •

~

~

. ~oderate Prices; Suits $13.00 and Upward
If we Tailor you once, you will come to us
again on your own accord

Jessie S. Winters Clothier, Furnisher,--Tailor

"

.Buy of the Merchants
-:- Tha,t B'oy of Us -:-

We have,a complete line Of
Cakes, Pickles, Olives,
, Cheese, Potteq Meats,
<

•

'

Everything for Luncheon
l..,===
~

. Yes, That's

.

TRY A WARD CAKE

NOEL'S JJTNEY
He gives special service to
Students and Faculty.
~

Can;; closed', comfortable and conven'ient. _Courteous service and careful
driving. He is awake every minute of
the year---Phone 381.

!\

•

,G. A. CAM.:PBELL
AND
,COMPANY·
.
.
PHONE 210
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BO·OST OUR BOOSTERS)
Students
Faculty
Alumni
Only co-operati.on 'will .make "THE
"EGYPTIAN" a success.

LEE'So!!!!~t~TTUDIO

W.-·H. FRALEY

The Students Home "Photographic"
. Portraits of the Best with theUitest Styles
of mountings, also "En:largements."
Your Friends can Buy Anything You
Gan Give them Except Y~ur Photog~h.
Kodak Finishing, Kodaks and "Kodalr"
Supplies for Sale

O'ROCERY
and "Bakery

When You Think of Photographs Think oCLee
)
I

We Fit You' With Glasses
~"' .on f30 "Days~ Trial

East Side of Square

J

\

L. J.:WElbER-·& SON·
.

.

~

.

' .

-

All students
are invited
to our store

.

Licensed Opticians

GET "~"'IE ~E.ST GOODS
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We wish to extend· a special invitation to all the
YO'!J;ng Men of the University to visit our store during·

",SOCIETY BRAND WEEK'~
Saturday January ·27th to February 3rd
During this week we will hav( for YQur inspection actual models, in Young, M en?;s coats in the very
latest styles. We will show the real coat models, nol,
fashion plates.
.
Society Brand Clothes for young men and
men who stay young

J. A. Patterson & Company
SOUTHWEST

~ORNER

SQUARE ..

TEACHERS WANTED
The West offers you excellent salaries,
good school systems, and opportunities
for advancement. vVe have more calls
for first class teachers than we can fill.
Yearly elections frequently occur as
early as February. ,Enroll now so that
we may get your 'references catalogued.
Write at once to

GRAHAM TEACHERS' AGENCY

, i

POCATELLO, IDAH'O

I

i

,There's a Sati;factioD.'

I

.....(1)

'"

Cl

in the way we do our .
Laun.dry Work. ~
trial will eonvince ': :-

o

Z

Harry Leo'n
Phone 325

207

w.

MONROE. ST .
.
'
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Dagle's 'Studio
Murphysboro, Ill. )

Makes P>hotos that suit you
Dagle
Has the Largest Studio
Has the Best.Instruments
Makes the Best Photos
And Does the Most Business
Of Any in Southern Illinois.

Don't Figure Your Shoe Bill by

C.A.SHEPPARD

. Pianos, Organs and Sheet Music

the Pair, Buy by the Year. It Costs ."
Less to Wear the Best.

R. A. Taylor Shoe Co.
The Family

S~oe

Store

Students, Listen!
Terp has the Finest Candy
and Drinks in Town

CARBONDALE, ILL.

Some Bea~tiful Songs
by
Mall . . . . . .
.'

1Sc
.

"S\~eetheart:' "Hymns My Dear Old Mother Sang to Me." "At the End of a Beautiful
Day." HWhen the Robin Calls Its Mate."
"I Found Love Among the Roses."
"The
Girl from Frisco."

'8

This
Your Style
Classroom

.~-------

Where There Are Answers
. PATRONIZE HIM
Only---No Problems!
Terp Comes to Our Games--When
He Can't, IIe Sends.. Harry
Here we give you the SOLUTION
,

Wrn. Kayser
Dealer in
\

Staple and F'ancy Groceries
Kays~t"sBread
~nd.

is Better

so are his .Cakes and Pies

of all important style problems in
the form of the newest, finest and
most appropriate garments for college students.
Selection here is a matter of personal preference. You -do not have
to think, "Is the style ·correct?" fOJ;
we have settled that question for you
by months of investigation. We will
appreciate an opportunity to serve
you.

A. S. Johnson

Merc~ CO.

,

,"Clotbes'Dolft'1lakc

The- Mao" ' ' )
•

'~.,

_.'

• -,

"

__

~'o

•

•

,"

"","

".-~

But, they .d~~ ad.d

to hi~~~pp¢~rance
and we launder your
garments in, such a
manner that they will
add to your appearance :: :: ... .... ....

,·CARBON'tj'AL:E

CIIDJ"':Kiir;CII'EN'
.

~

~"

~.~

~

"

~

-'",

'-.

-

"

"

.

.

" ,Manufacturers',of ' .,

Laundry
,215 West Main St.
,

Get it at-,:-, , , '

,

,"

Hewitts' Drug Store,
.~

'~" '.'

.

.

.

FOX'S D'RU'G STORE
Students' Headquarters
for 8ilppli es . .

Leading Pre'g'criptions. Kodriks"
andSuppli.e's. Fine Stationar~. , Toilet goods cheapest to the best
Candies, Sod~ Water, iPe.rfumes BEST DRUGS'
BEST S~RVICE
, anq Toilet Spe~ialties. .
Pictures developed and printed

.

,

T~e Best Sto,ck of~atches' O.

K. Barber 'Shop

BesfstockofDiamondLaValieres . If you have the Dandruff, come~
Largest Variety Rings Ever-.!'in "and see us. We have the cure'
~_,
~ '. the City _, _ ' I.
CalLfor the- .. .
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-- "Watch Our Window for New
.'
' ,

doo~s

W9nd er Danqruff Cure

Daily,.
. , < ,.Open from 6:0.,0 A. M. to 7:30 P. M.
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Our Shine

NEW' HUNDLEY BLDG.
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ARROW COLLARS
VEN putting cost aside, nothing has been offered in collars
that equals or betters the Arrow for permanency of fit
and tie space, for correctneS~ of style, or for length of service.
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IS cents each. 6fir 90 cents
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.. Makers, !;oy. NY

The newest things on the market in Suits, Shirts, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Underwear
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PATTERSON

KARL

FEDERER

TIlE STUDENTS', liANG-OUT
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